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ABSTRACT 

       Fuel is major commodity that decides a countries economical growth. It is a fact that saving fuel is twice better 

than fuel produced. Attempt is made in transport sector in institutions with a view of conserving energy. Fleet 

owners who own a minimum of three vehicles would have at least a mechanic and a small workshop for periodical 

maintenance but institutions emphasize for periodic maintenance is still in due. This paper focuses on shifting the 

paradigm for institutions to look transport as lucrative avenue for hefty monetary savings. Number of Private 

institutions is increasing year after year and also number of buses held by these institutions. Since transport sector 

is not a core business for the educational institutions, maintaining buses is a tough task. An attempt is made to 

conserve diesel in buses of educational institutions. This paper deals with educating the drivers and the 

technicalities for improving the fuel average. This paper also deals with adaptation of simple methods both in 

technique and technology by which 10% savings in diesel and 30% increase in monetary benefits can be achieved. 

INTRODUCTION 

A well trained driver can operate the buses more efficiently and economically but all the drivers are not well 

trained. Other than that this project also deals with a electronic device which is implemented in the buses. This 

device helps the fleet owners to reduce their maintenance cost and to enhance their monetary benefits. This device 

actually collects some sort of data like odometer reading, amount of fuel refilled. From implementing these devices 

we have made an initial study was made on 17 buses of various make Viz., Tata, Ashok Leyland and Eicher of 

58,50,40,24 seaters in November 14 and then additional of 10 buses is included in the next year. So there are totally 

27 buses is studied. It was noticed that a slight improvement on the fuel average would save large savings on 

amount. It was decided to improve a 10% of fuel average from existing. While doing so a huge 30% improvement 

in saving in cost of fuel was noticed. Driver educational program and fuel monitoring system was introduced. And 

the data’s are displayed in the table 1.0 

Table1.0 
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Educational Program for Drivers: Initially Driver’s driving habits were observed, like Gear shifting methods, 

Top speed, Clutch handling etc., It was observed changing of drivers habits is a paramount aspect to improve it fuel 

average. It was also noticed that many drivers are reluctant in changing their long holding habits. By keeping this in 

mind an incentive scheme was introduced. If any driver shows an improvement of 10% from his driving fuel 

average, he would be given incentive of Rs.500/Month. Subsequently a driver training program was conducted by 

emphasizing the following 

1. Moving the vehicle in 1st gear, 

2. Avoiding clutch riding, 

3. Maintaining a top speed of 60KMPH, 

4. Seldom use of brake, 

5. Maintaining the buses, 

6. Keeping the engine healthy. 

A training backed by the incentive program was paid off. The results of after training and incentive program are 

given below (table1.1) showing encouraging results. 

Table 1.1 

 
 

Subsequently a system of fuel monitoring system was introduced. The measurement of diesel in tank is 

traditional method by which exact fuel average is not achieved. The traditional method is by filling diesel with full 

tank, the corresponding KM is noted down and after the run of fuel Kms again, make the diesel tank full and again 

corresponding KM is noted. The difference in Kms by diesel consumed is calculated & the calculated value is fuel 

average. Accuracy of this method is questionable. Hence an automated fuel monitoring system is introduced. 

Existing system and Hardware modification: The Present System of calculating the fuel average is not accurate. 

A data acquisition system comprising a level meter which shows the diesel level with an accuracy of ± 2%. A 

digital level meter is used for finding out the level of diesel present in the tank. 

Working of Automated fuel monitoring system: As soon as the driver fills up diesel in the Tank, the level meter 

senses the level and sends signal to the control unit. Subsequently the digital odometer sends a signal of KM 

reading to the control unit. The acquired signals of KM covered and the diesel filled in liters are sent to the server 

by the control unit. This information is sent through mobile technology. The information is stored in the server in 

excel format as given below. Both information is used to calculate the exact fuel average. 
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Fig1.1 

 
Bench marking of fuel average (KMPL): The buses are categorized based on 

1. Make &Model (Tata, Ashok Leyland & Eicher) 

2. No of seats(Tata 50&58, AL 50, Eicher50,40,24) 

3. Route 

Based on the above category every bus was road tested and the exact average formulated. After conducting 

three road tests the average was taken as bench mark. 

Table 2.0 
Make &Model KMPL 

Tata 50seater 5.8 

Tata 58 seater 4.2, 4.5 

AL 50 seater 5.8 

Eicher 50seater 5.8 

Eicher 40seater 6.5 

Eicher 24seater 10 

SML 24 seater 8 

 

Once the bench marking is done drivers were informed about the fuel average which is to be achieved. A 

constant encouragement and training inputs were also given.  A certificate and a poster of the driver of the month in 

the notice board were posted. 

By establishing the automated fuel monitoring system, the following were anticipated 

1. Correct metering of diesel 

2. Avoiding diesel spillage  

3. Right hand and immediate information to be received by the management 

4. Avoid manual calculation and thereby minimizing errors 

5. Easy installation in any bus (any heavy duty vehicle) 

Calibration of tank: The accurate number of fuel (in liter) in a fuel tank should be identified. Then the tank should 

be calibrated. The tank should be calibrated by means of pouring the fuel liter by liter into it. Then for each liter of 

fuel is filled then the diesel float unit will show the equivalent resistance value. These values should be noted and 

then it should be used to program in the pic controller. It is not necessary to calibrate each and every tank to be get 

installed.  

CONCLUSION 

70% of fuel average is based on the drivers. A well trained driver operates the bus not only efficiently but 

also in an economical way. Introducing the automatic fuel monitoring system is the quick, easy and effective way 

of finding the fuel average at any given point of time.  
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